
This may be the only chance most of us get to make a second first-impression. As restric-

tions are lifted and more customers return to our centers and businesses, ensuring you make the 

best possible first impression is essential. While the return of customers brings opportunity, it does not 

bring a guaranty. It is up to each of us to earn back business, welcome back customers with enthusiasm and gratitude and exceed 

their expectations. In recent surveys of over 2,000 customers, we discovered key insights about customers’ willingness to 

support small businesses, expectations on customer service standards and their plans to continue to engage on channels 

businesses implemented during COVID, namely delivery and curbside pick-up. Some of those insights are detailed below. In 

order to assist you in making the best second first-impression, we have provided a checklist of key areas on which to focus on the 

following page. To that end, should you have any feedback that something at our center is not providing the best impression to 

your customers, please quickly alert your center’s property manager so we an address your concern promptly. Together we can!
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Survey conducted 03/25/2021 – 04/12/2021. NMC

We surveyed 1,112 customers.

believe that supporting
local businesses &
restaurants is important

report that customer
service is worse than
before COVID

report that their customer service expectations
are higher now than before COVID

report that businesses that met their
customer service needs during COVID
are no longer meeting them

Used a restaurant delivery app
at least once in the last month

plan to continue with delivery
apps at least one monthly
when restrictions are lifted.

have made 1-6+ purchases
at small locally-owned
businesses in the last month

Most important reasons
for shopping local

Reasons to shop local that
present growth opportunity

I feel I’m contributing to my own community
I trust the product or service more

I personally know the owners/operators or their families
The operator or an employee made me feel special
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As reopening guidelines are issued by the state and 
local governments – we encourage you to stay up to 
date with the information that pertains to the location 
of your store.  Below are some suggestions for you to 
start working on now. 

Cleanliness is your first impression. Does your store look better than ever? Soap, hand sanitizer and PPE stocked and ready to go.

Signage is clean, fresh, accurate and well-displayed.

Make sure your outdoor seating is clean and refreshed after several months of use. 

Tents should be tightened, tables leveled, perhaps repainted.

Business hours are consistent and well communicated. If you have modified your hours in compliance with your lease,               
make sure these updates are on all channels doors, website, Google My Business, Yelp, etc.

Clearly communicate new protocols. If certain amenities or items are not available during your reopening period, clearly                 
communicate it so customers don’t arrive to disappointment.
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Operations & Wellness Standards

Keeping Momentum

Marketing

Keep all new channels you have developed during COVID (like, delivery) going and well staffed. 

Don’t disappoint customers who used this channel during COVID by abruptly cutting it off.

Don’t lose the momentum of a new channel which surveys show will still be utilized post-COVID.

Adequately staff to ensure a good customer experience. 

Welcome back customers with enthusiasm. 

Let customers know you greatly appreciate their business.

Make sure they feel important.

Develop marketing programs that incentivize customers to come back and reward their loyalty.

Communicate your small business story. Let customers know who you are and why they should support you.

Closely monitor your social media reviews. 

Take feedback seriously and respond to all reviews.

Every customer visit during this period is your second opportunity to make a first impression, train employees on updated 
customer service standards and expectations.

Consider conducting a survey of your customers to request feedback on how you’re doing and adjust accordingly.

Customer Feedback


